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Final fantasy xiii-2 the complete official guide - collector's edition

Start your review of Final Fantasy XIII-2: The Complete Official Guide This book is so organized! It has many specific topics for a specific purpose. For instance, under the Walkthrough tab, it focused solely on completing the main storyline, while the Tour Guide tab, focused on exploring every aspects of the game, including the side-quests. The
Timeline tab is focused on the summary and highlight important aspects that is suggested to be achieved. I never have difficulty in trying to find the one I was trying to look for in order to advance the story. My goal is t This book is so organized! It has many specific topics for a specific purpose. For instance, under the Walkthrough tab, it focused
solely on completing the main storyline, while the Tour Guide tab, focused on exploring every aspects of the game, including the side-quests. The Timeline tab is focused on the summary and highlight important aspects that is suggested to be achieved. I never have difficulty in trying to find the one I was trying to look for in order to advance the story.
My goal is to explore every aspects of this game, which is what I am doing right now. I kind of wished that it can be done all in order including walkthrough and tour guide on the same page, without having to jump back and forth and skipping things by accidents. It also does not give out any spoiler during the walkthrough, only the reader will have to
look at the back of the book in order to find the spoiler and discover what happened. I prefer not to look at the end of the book until I get there by following through the book. This is the book for gamers who don't want to feel like they've cheated by using this book, it is not a cheat book, it is a guide that helps a player get through when they're
trapped. This book also give information of optimum crystarium leveling up for each character, this is the best thing to follow in order to maximize their HP, strength, and magic. Because whatever you do with their crystarium to your liking, will really affect their HP, strength, and magic and in the end, it might be less then you expected. ...more I
wanted a 100% playthrough and got it. Could have been better, could have been worse. It certainly was NOT a book to read through in one sitting, or in a linear fashion. That being said, it did it's job and I was satisfied. I wanted a 100% playthrough and got it. Could have been better, could have been worse. It certainly was NOT a book to read
through in one sitting, or in a linear fashion. That being said, it did it's job and I was satisfied. ...more One of the best guides, if not the best, in my opinion. Extremely comprehensive. Should have DLC additions available on PDF Or offer a side book to accompany when they do add it later. Nicely bound book packed full of information, and some great
pics. Yup, it's a video game book so I like it by default for when I'm too lazy to figure things out for myself or just want to read through and get a feel for what to expect when I'm impatient for a game to install. My awesome kids got me the game/book for a pre-bday gift. I like to think I raised them right ;) Should have DLC additions available on PDF
Or offer a side book to accompany when they do add it later. Nicely bound book packed full of information, and some great pics. Yup, it's a video game book so I like it by default for when I'm too lazy to figure things out for myself or just want to read through and get a feel for what to expect when I'm impatient for a game to install. My awesome kids
got me the game/book for a pre-bday gift. I like to think I raised them right ;) ...more Together with the FF Chronicles guide I bought this guide as well and they arrived today.This is a very heavy guide. Feels luxurious. Soft omslag. How do I say this in English? soft cover?This was not my favourite game though. I think mainly because it is quite
confusing and you need a guide if you want to gain everything.I did enjoy FFXIII more and I managed to get the platinum trophy which means I manged to get all trophies which is not an easy future.Why I bought this guide besides that it is Together with the FF Chronicles guide I bought this guide as well and they arrived today.This is a very heavy
guide. Feels luxurious. Soft omslag. How do I say this in English? soft cover?This was not my favourite game though. I think mainly because it is quite confusing and you need a guide if you want to gain everything.I did enjoy FFXIII more and I managed to get the platinum trophy which means I manged to get all trophies which is not an easy
future.Why I bought this guide besides that it is a good investment for the future? (Guides do not lose their worth), is that I think there must be more and with this guide I hope I will enjoy this game more. ...more An exceptional strategy guide. It is attractive and durable with great artwork included. The only thing I would change is that I would tweek
the organization a bit. Oftentimes, to find information about a quest in the game, we would have to consult multiple sections of the book. For the size and detail in this guide, that is to be expected, though. It is far more 'complete' than other guides I have used while playing RPGs. One of the best strategy guides I have used to date; I would not hesitat
An exceptional strategy guide. It is attractive and durable with great artwork included. The only thing I would change is that I would tweek the organization a bit. Oftentimes, to find information about a quest in the game, we would have to consult multiple sections of the book. For the size and detail in this guide, that is to be expected, though. It is far
more 'complete' than other guides I have used while playing RPGs. One of the best strategy guides I have used to date; I would not hesitate to purchase more of Piggyback's Collector's Editions. ...more I actually have the Collector's Edition but that doesn't have an edition with a cover yet!Hate it when that happens I actually have the Collector's
Edition but that doesn't have an edition with a cover yet!Hate it when that happens ...more A very good book filled with lots of helpful hints and beautiful artwork. Also has a walkthrough which is spoiler-free, which is a plus. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Activate and hold the button to
confirm that you’re human. Thank You! Try a different method “With a game of this scale and complexity, we felt that it was essential to offer a detailed travel companion to our players. When the time came to start work on the guide, the choice of partner was obvious. Piggyback has been publishing guides on the Final Fantasy series for over ten
years, and their level of expertise and understanding of our games is peerless. Collaborating closely with the team, Piggyback has created a book that I’m pleased to present to you here. This is the ultimate guide, with everything you could possibly wish for: from a step-by-step walkthrough to an all-encompassing Tour Guide, from side quests to
advanced strategy and analysis, from exhaustive inventory and bestiary lists to puzzle solutions.” Motomu Toriyama, Director of Final Fantasy XIII-2 Features STEP-BY-STEP WALKTHROUGH: Charts the critical path through the main narrative, including prompts and tips on subjects or features pertinent to your actual position in the storyline. ALLENCOMPASSING TOUR GUIDE: Covers all locations and time periods, including maps and collectibles. Features guidance for all side quests, rare enemies, minigames, power-leveling techniques and monster recruiting opportunities. COMPLETION TIMELINE: An extensive, user-friendly diagram offers a streamlined path to 100% completion.
EXHAUSTIVE REFERENCE CHAPTERS: Our optimized lists and tables cover all enemies, weapons, accessories, items and shops, with an astonishing wealth of “secret” stats and attributes. 62-PAGE STRATEGY & ANALYSIS CHAPTER: Studies all of key systems and exposes hidden mechanics. Advanced combat, Paradigms and Roles, Crystarium
advancement, character and monster development, abilities – it’s all in here! Features EXHAUSTIVE REFERENCE CHAPTERS: Our optimized lists and tables cover all enemies, weapons, accessories, items and shops, with an astonishing wealth of “secret” stats and attributes. 62-PAGE STRATEGY & ANALYSIS CHAPTER: Studies all of key systems
and exposes hidden mechanics. Advanced combat, Paradigms and Roles, Crystarium advancement, character and monster development, abilities – it’s all in here! Reviews “I own many different strategy guides for a wide range of different games and I have to say, this one ranks among the best. The book screams quality with a padded hardcover and
its high quality, crisply printed pages all bound well. I entered a complete newcomer to the XIII series of Final Fantasy and this book (in companionship with the game) covered all my questions and fears about the game before setting off on my quest. Furthermore, the spoiler-proof design of the content is a welcome change and although you may be
flicking between pages (if you wanted to find all the collectibles in an area on your first visit) this is not cumbersome at all as two ribbon bookmarks have been provided inside making navigation extremely easy. […] This guide not only helped me come to terms with the story and mechanics of the game but also made me want to continue playing
constantly. Every step is well organised for your quest offering genuinely helpful suggestions and tips along the way, which makes for a companion guide that complements the game perfectly. Must Buy!” Amazon Customer Review 08/01/2014 “I’ve become quite the avid fan of Piggyback. All the strategy guides that I bought that were made by them
haven’t disappointed me and I’m very happy to say that the Final Fantasy XIII-2: Complete Official Guide Collector’s Edition is no different […]. To wrap this up, the Final Fantasy XIII-2: Complete Official Guide Collector’s Edition is quite frankly amazing and should be purchased if you haven’t already bought it yet.” Amazon Customer Review
10/02/2012 “I have not yet spent a great deal of time, roughly 3 hours, playing the game with this guide, but it has so far impressed me more than the game itself. First, the guide is divided into separate sections, each with a different amount of spoilers. If you want a simple guide to get you through the game quickly with little spoilers, this is it. If you
want a guide with a good balance between completion and simplicity, this is it. And if you want a guide that goes into great detail about every aspect of the game, this is also it. And those are just the different parts of the walkthrough! The guide also includes item, fragment, and trophy checklists, as well as an in depth bestiary. Aesthetically, the guide
also succeeds. The collector’s edition is a plain, white padded hardcover with the logo of the game. Absolutely beautiful. Every page of the guide is also filled with high quality screenshots from the game. The collector’s edition also has an extras portion with interviews with key staff from the game. In short, this is an amazing guide which could also
easily serve as an artbook if you chose to use it as such. I for one will display it proudly.” Amazon Customer Review 31/01/2012
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